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ABSTRACT

This study is about how gender and local urban scales interact with each other to influence individuals’ motivations and resources for political recruitment. The data came from interviews with twenty women who ran for and lost the 2004 local elections for their neighborhood office, muhtarlik, in Eskisehir, Turkey. Considering both individual and institutional factors and the neighborhood scale as important for women’s candidacy for local offices, this paper relies on a “relational” view of citizenship while examining the mediating roles of the local scale for citizenship. My findings overall disagreed with the arguments that “women’s interests” drive women to enter politics and that the local offices provide more opportunities for women’s political recruitment. As women’s roles and responsibilities had been changing across multiple spaces, they ran for elections to search for ways to practice their capacities in public arenas. Yet to the electorates, first, even women with high qualities for the office did not appear as the most qualified candidates. Second, most electorates tended to evaluate candidacy qualities in relation to the neighborhood office’s weak status in Turkish political system and as an unskilled job. Third, they seemed to associate this “job” positively with men’s traditional domestic role as the main breadwinner, considering women’s charity and communal works as women’s traditional care responsibilities, and to vote mostly for over-middle-aged male incumbents with locally embedded relations. Finally, women missed an opportunity for their candidacy by not transforming their local network-based assets into resources for candidacy.

Introduction

Sevgi, a female candidate for the elected office of her neighborhood in 2004, evaluated the result of that election: “We lost the election not at but around the ballot box” (original emphasis). She still argues that she was qualified for the office, as she had been always supportive of and well-known by her neighbors, i.e., the voters. Now she thinks that, as much as the “hypocrisy” of her neighbors who promised to but did not vote for her, certain characteristics of the election procedure for this office resulted in her loss.

This case study examines the conditions under which Sevgi and other women, nearly all of whom lost, ran for their neighborhood office in the 2004 local elections of Turkey. It particularly examines how gender and local urban scales interact with each other to influence individuals’ motivations and resources for recruiting in urban governance, and relates to the studies about the relationships between citizenship, place, and democracy. Overall, arguing for analyzing these relationships along with the processes that link economics and politics as experienced locally and differently by individuals and social groups, this paper underlines that citizenship develops via everyday experiences in “place” or locale.

The question of how individuals are recruited in politics, and thus who gets what and under which circumstances has new directions in political geography. “Thinking spatially” about citizenship (McEwan, 2000), certain studies by political and feminist geographers differ from traditional ones by examining the interplays between citizenship and place. They identify and examine the different scales and spaces of citizenship and the abilities of different people to exercise their rights as citizens or even demand for new ones via multiple spaces. They especially re-identify marginal groups’ (such as women) abilities and motivations and also the conveniences of local spaces and scales (such as neighborhoods, local organizations, schools, and homes) for improving citizenship rights. Yet most of these studies have been either theoretical or at risk of “homogenizing effect of western understandings” (Secor, 2004: 271) about the marginal groups’ opportunities for political recruitment. There is a need for more empirical studies, especially in non-Anglo Saxon contexts, which reexamine the expectations about the engendering of citizenship at local scales via daily experiences shaped by social differences.
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This paper explores the opportunity structures of a group of Turkish women running for elected neighborhood offices. It aims at adding to the understandings about the spatiality of citizenship by re-examining two expectations about how local scale and gender differences affect opportunity structures for political recruitment. The first expectation is that local scales and spaces provide conveniences for better political participation, especially to those excluded traditionally from formal politics (Etzioni, 1993), and for "good" governance based on "active citizenship" (Kearns, 1995). This expectation is revived along with recent practices about neighborhood-based governance and councils across countries, mostly of the west (Fung & Wright, 2003). It is also enriched by feminist geographers and other studies conceptualizing neighborhoods as the very local and informal grounds for society's distributional and democratic issues and thus for citizenship (Naples et al., 1998). Such potentials of the very locale for marginal groups are explained by the argument that offices at local scales control weaker hierarchies of power relations than at "grand" scales (Phillips, 1995). The second and related expectation associates usually marginal groups' motivations for political involvement with local issues. For women, this argument suggests that their gendered roles and responsibilities at homes and local communities motivate them to become involved in politics. Calling such roles and responsibilities of women as "women's interests" this says that women participate in politics with a distinct group identity based upon their common interests on issues, such as abortion, childcare, or equal opportunities in education and the labor force. It emphasizes establishing "a difference between the interests of women and men" (Phillips, 1995: 68). Yet this expectation might also blur the relationship between common and subjective interests and between gender and other divisions—such as class, ethnicity, race, ideology, and religion—that might override any gendered interest in political recruitment.

Despite these valuable insights, however, both of these expectations about neighborhood scale and women's motivations for political recruitment have been empirically tested almost always only for women in local movements or organizations, or in so-called informal politics, but not for female candidates in formal local politics. How the conditions for women's candidacy evolve at and for the neighborhood scale is an unexamined field that needs feminist geographers' attention. Mostly political scientists examine women's electoral candidacy but with no consideration of the spatial and scale aspects of citizenship.

Using my interviews with female candidates in the 2004 local election in Eskisehir, I examined women's motivations and resources as the opportunity structures for their candidacy. I took the opportunity structures for political participation as a process that goes on within the complexity of actions by diverse subjects "in both the formal politics and spaces of home, neighborhood, workplaces, communities, and media" (Staeheli et al., 2004: 3). I questioned whether and how women's motivations and resources evolve within relation to women's gendered roles and responsibilities and to the election at and for the neighborhood scale: Do their motivations and resources relate to "women's issues" or women's gendered roles and responsibilities at home or neighborhoods? Do women have advantages over men when running for local offices at their neighborhood? Do elections at the neighborhood scale provide more opportunities for women for winning? Investigation of such questions about the spatiality of citizenship is important for re-identifying the conditions for constructing "good" governance concerned with citizens' fair and equal access to basic opportunities and resources. Yet gender and other differences shape distinct motivations and resources for electoral candidacy, and men more frequently than women seem to acquire the candidacy qualities that are critical for winning elected seats.

Gender disparity in elected offices is documented by the worldwide low percentages of offices taken by women (19.2 % in 2008; IPU, 2008), extending the "gendered political geography" (Staeheli et al., 2004) across regions and countries. For democratic governance, the distinct knowledge, concerns and interest men and women develop through their gendered roles and responsibilities (Bondi & Peake, 1988) must be represented in formal politics for allocating societal resources (Mansbridge, 1985). Emphasizing that "gender represents a salient, interest-based social cleavage" (Secor, 2004: 267), the argument for equal shares of elected seats suggests that women legislators bring perspectives and values on issues that affect women differently than men (Lovenduski, 2001). Still the questions of whether women run for offices because of "women's interests" and whether and what percentages of women in elected office could influence policies related to women's issues (Gunes-Ayata & Tutuncu, 2008; Lovenduski, 2001) should be subject to more research.

Another of this study's contentions is that choosing a Turkish city as a study site might promise distinct findings about the relationships between citizenship, place and democracy. With historical diversions from world and regional averages about women's presence in politics, Turkey has had percentages of women in elected offices that are much lower than world averages (see Table 1). The percentages of women at local seats (around 1%) are worse than those at the parliamentary level in Turkey, in contrast to the theoretical expectations and worldwide trends. Elected among and by local dwellers, the officer of each neighborhood (muhutar) assists all units of governments in identifying residents' needs for urban and social services. Also, Turkey is an understudied context about the roles of local scale for political opportunity structures about women's candidacy. Among the studies about party system, election procedures, and ethnic and religious differences in political recruitment (Sayan & Esmer et al., 2002), women and womanhood in political party ideologies (Secor, 2001), and women, state, religion and other institutions (Kandiyoti, 1987, 1991; Tekeli, 1995), a few examined women's recruitment in elected offices but only in a historical trajectory (Yaranman, 1999), or at the national and provincial levels (Arat, 1989; Frey, 1965; Gunes-Ayata, 1991; Gunes-Ayata & Tutuncu, 2008). And studies about traditions of local governance, elections, and elected ones (Incioglu, 2002) examined only "locales" that excluded the neighborhood.

Finally, this paper tells the stories of election losers, rather than of winners as most studies do. In 2005, I interviewed 20 out of 30 female candidates for the office of their neighborhood in 2004 in Eskisehir, a mid-sized Turkish city. All but three of the thirty lost their elections. To investigate their motivations and resources for electoral candidacy, I asked these women about: (a) their candidacy qualities that are critical for winning elected seats.

Table 1
Percentages (% of women in parliaments (both houses combined) in the world, world regions and in Turkey between the years of 1997 and 2008.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nordic countries</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americas</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe-OSCE member countries</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic countries</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab States</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORLD</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURKEY</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>9.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data compiled by the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU, 2008), data for years compiled by author.
qualities and motivations in respect to their gendered roles and responsibilities; (b) familial and local support and constraints for their candidacy; (c) voters' stereotypes about gender roles and qualities for public officers; and (d) voters' and voting procedures' approach to the election for neighborhood offices.

The findings of this study disagree with the two expectations described earlier. Women in this study were motivated for candidacy not necessarily out of “women’s interests,” but more as a search for areas in which to practice their capacities in public arenas. It was women’s changing roles and responsibilities across multiple spaces that triggered this search. Women’s resources develop commonly in ways that contrast to the expectation about the local scales’ better conveniences for women’s recruitment in politics. To the electorates, first, even women with high qualities for the office do not appear as the most qualified candidates. Second, most electorates perceive the neighborhood offices as the weakest and most depreciated status within Turkey’s political system and as an unskilled job that only require some literacy skills. Third, they relate such status of neighborhood offices to their evaluation of candidates' qualities. They seem to associate this “job” positively with men’s traditional domestic role as the main breadwinner and consider women’s charity work and support networks as part of her domestic responsibilities. Thus, the voters ultimately vote mostly for over-middle-aged male incumbents with already locally embedded social and economic relations.

**Differing opportunities for political recruitment**

To influence decision-making processes about their daily life, citizens participate in voluntary organizations or other political activities, and vote or run at elections. Yet they do not all have equal access to opportunities for political recruitment. Citizens’ differing standings across the webs of power relations based on gender, class, race, ethnicity and other characteristics shape this inequality. This section of the paper outlines how gender and local urban scale influence patterns and opportunities for political recruitment, and introduces my study approach.

**Patterns of political participation and women/men**

The studies in political science overall say that citizens’ opportunities for political recruitment vary in accordance to resources and skills driven from their gender status, social class, education level, group networks, time available, and occupational, political or public service experiences (Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995), and that these develop distinctly under the influence of social, institutional and political environments shaped by that society’s social norms and expectations about gender roles (Norris & Inglehart, 2000; Studlar & McAllister, 1991). Also, these characteristics might have differing importance across countries. For instance, in the general elections of North American and West European countries, candidates with financial resources, high educational and jobs status, political experience, public service, name recognition and supportive networks have advantages (Niven, 1998; Norris & Lovenduski, 1993). Across countries, women’s participation in the paid labor force seems to be a strong determinant of women’s presence in elected offices (Studlar & McAllister, 1991).

Commonly, however, in gaining access to resources and skills for running as electoral candidate, women have fewer opportunities than men do. Randall (1987) categorized the explanations about why women have lower access to candidate qualities into two groups. The first group suggests that women lack the opportunities for developing resources and skills that encourage recruitment in elected offices, such as education, employment, class, and political experience. Within patriarchal relations, social norms and women’s situational factors expect women to prioritize traditional roles as mothers and wives and then to work as clerks, secretaries, nurses or teachers, i.e., at jobs with care taking responsibilities. Ultimately, women are socialized into feminine, non-competitive roles and backgrounds that do not accord with public offices, whereas men more frequently engage in activities that foster skills for these offices (Everzten, 2001; Verba et al., 1995).

The second group argues that cultural attitudes, social structures, and political cultures and systems determine the opportunity structure for electoral candidacy (Niven, 1998; Norris & Inglehart, 2000). Related to these institutional factors, female candidates might be faced with both limited access to managerial skills and training, leadership roles, female role models or mentors in formal politics and also disproportional societal expectations—such as the view that a woman becoming a politician harms her domestic responsibilities or vice versa. Countries’ cultural and economic climates too affect the degree of such limitations and expectations. For instance, egalitarian attitudes towards women in office might be affected negatively by strict religious norms (Everzten, 2001), and relatively positively in post-industrial societies (Norris & Inglehart, 2000). Also, even when women improve their credentials according to the “masculine candidate model” (Studlar & McAllister, 1991), barriers to women’s candidacy still emerge due to the “gatekeepers” (e.g., financial supporters, political party leaders and members), the prejudices of many voters against female candidates (Norris & Inglehart, 2000), and the depressing influence of male incumbency on women (Schwindt-Bayer, 2005).

In general, both groups of work examined women’s opportunity structures for candidacy only at the scale of general elections and overlooked the elections for offices of smaller geographical scales. Thus, this paper relates also to the literature about political recruitment at local scales, as follows.

**Neighborhood as the “ideal” scale for political recruitment**

Urban studies consider neighborhoods as important grounds for community building and urban life via neighboring or local organizations. As socio-spatial units, neighborhoods provide social and economic support to dwellers and grounds for political mobilizations about place- or identity-based issues (Abu-Lughod, 1994; Wolch & Dear, 1989).

Similarly, studies in political science and political geography argue that place-based communities at small scales, rather than solely communities of affiliations, are important for revitalizing democracy for three reasons. First, the immediacy of local community in people’s lives provides more generative citizen participation than at the nation-state level (Berry, Portney, & Thompson, 1993; Kemmis, 1995). Second, local communities know their needs and concerns better than bureaucrats and politicians, which should inform better design and implementation of fair and effective policies (Etzioni, 1993; Fisher & Kling, 1993). Third, neighborhoods are the base for mobilizing local support networks and organizations outside the electoral politics and for the issues relating to why marginalized groups—especially women—become involved in urban politics (Naples et al., 1998; Staeheli & Clarke, 1995).

It was emphasized that the shift of decision-making from central government to local communities might create better opportunities for individuals’ recruitment in formal politics (Mansbridge, 1985; Walzer, 1983). For instance, involvement in local networks/organizations regarding the issues and relations of domestic spaces might develop an individual’s skills, qualities, and resources for political involvement. Also, it is argued that local public offices control weaker hierarchies of power relations than those in national parliaments, and thus provide grounds for higher levels of political recruitment by women (Phillips, 1995).
However, there is little evidence to test the efficacy of the arguments about the significance of small geographical scales for participatory governance via electoral politics. A few studies identify local governments even with contradictory roles in local elections (Faguet, 2004; Manor, 1999) and in resource distribution (Beall, 2004).

Development of citizenship at local scales: The study approach

Many empirical works take the complex relations of neighborhood scale, gender and political recruitment in limited ways. Of the researches about gender and elections, most examined either the general elections or limited their concept of the locale to the provincial and municipal levels. Works about women's political recruitment at the neighborhood level explored only involvement in grassroots organizations, not in formal elections. Moreover, some of these arguments, evolved within the realities of post-industrial Anglo-Saxon societies, simply presume the realities of other contexts. In contrast to worldwide trends, for instance, Turkey has lower percentages of women at local than at national offices.

Paying attention to these gaps in the literature, this study considers both individual and institutional factors and also the neighborhood scale as important for women's candidacy for local elected offices. The approach of this paper primarily relies on a “relational” view of citizenship and the mediating roles of the local scale for development of citizenship resources and capacities.

The notion that I call the relational view of citizenship has been developed by feminist and other critical approaches to political geography, along with some communitarian views about the social and cultural dimensions of citizenship. Feminist geographers' reconstruction of the notion of politics and of political realms, agents, scales and issues suggests considering individuals' economic, social and other actual circumstances in evaluating their political recruitment processes. This contrasts to the traditional liberal view that idealizes citizens, with their persona reduced to the basic cognitive competencies and civic impulses, and also considers the public sphere as equally open and accessible to all members of a polity in which individuals have equal rights and access to political power. In contrast to the binary notion of political and apolitical realms, this underlines a relational view of citizenship normatively (Lister, 1997; Marston, 1990; Staeheli et al., 2004) and empirically (Conover, Searing, & Crewe, 1991; Staeheli, 1996; Verba, 1990). That is, citizenship evolves within the interplay of multiple realms, rather than in the liberal notion of “the” separated public sphere. Individuals’ roles and responsibilities across multiple realms, like workplaces and domestic spaces, affect their standing as social and political agents. Women and men experience these realms not as individuals but as members of households and communities and through everyday spatialized experiences across different contexts (Ackelberg, 1988; Kandiyoti, 1991; Milroy & Wismer, 1994; Secor, 2001; Staeheli et al., 2004). Similarly, overlapping systems of oppression based on gender, race, class, and other social characteristics create barriers to inclusion in citizenship (Hill Collins, 1990; Peake, 1995; Pulido, 1997). In sum, individuals have uneven opportunities for political recruitment, within society's interrelated social, economic, and political structures, and in relation to their social and economic characteristics.

Such uneven opportunities develop differently across locales, as individuals’ political recruitment is contingent upon the daily and local power struggles within relation to national and global processes (Marston & Staeheli, 1994). Contributing to variations in daily social practices, here locales appear as “distinct forms of social organization” (Pred, 1984), at which broader economic and political restructuring processes unfold distinctly (Massey, 1994) and combine uniquely with social, economic, and political relations of smaller spatial scales. These reflect themselves in how individuals or groups develop their social identities and resources distinctly across locales (Massey, 1994; Staeheli & Clarke, 1995; Wolch & Dear, 1989).

In political recruitment, the opportunities and barriers women are faced with are parts of the structures of overall power relations shaping their lower status within the society. At local scales, these power structures—basically, patriarchy and capitalism—are mediated by multiple institutions, such as family, community, schools, workplaces, local organizations, neighborhoods, and legal procedures and regulations (Lamphere et al., 1992). Women’s own stories about their electoral candidacy might decipher these mediating processes as reified by their daily gendered experiences within class-based and racial divisions. These stories might tell both how these mediating grounds shape men’s and women’s positions in the web of power relations and their access to resources for electoral candidacy particularly, and also how individuals attempt to influence the conditions for their access to formal politics.

To identify and evaluate such mediation processes for women’s access to public seats in a Turkish city (Eskişehir), the following sections describe women’s economic and political conditions in Turkey and then explore female candidates’ own stories about the phases of the election that they lost.

Women’s citizenship and elected local offices in Turkey

Overall, Turkey is ranked very low with women's political performances (see Table 1). According to one argument, women in Turkey have been “emancipated but not liberated,” because the Mediterranean culture, Islamist traditions, and the Kemalist ideology have together kept the basics of male domination since the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923 out of the Ottoman Empire (Arat, 1989; Kandiyoti, 1987; Tekeli, 1995). Compared to most countries, Turkey addressed the question of women’s emancipation relatively early (1934) and extensively with a series of legal reforms, including women’s rights to vote and run for offices. However, rather than stemming from women’s movements, the governing elite granted these rights for the goals of modernization (Kandiyoti, 1987); thus, “the question of women’s rights was a means rather than an end for the founders” of the Republic (Arat, 1989:46). At the first national election, women obtained 4.5% of the parliamentary seats, a percentage higher than that era's democracies and the highest in the country's history until 2007 with 9.1% (see Table 2).

Why do the percentages of women at elected offices differ across countries and time? As demonstrated in the case of Turkey, legal inclusion is not enough to improve women’s representation. Though with less consistency, more socio-economically developed countries tend to have less gender inequality and higher shares of women at elected offices (Matland, 1998; Rule, 1987), along with higher rates of women’s literacy, participation in education and the paid labor force, and lower rates of women's unemployment and fertility (Randall, 1987; Studlar & McAllister, 1991).

Turkey has a relatively low rank with economic variables related to women. In the United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) human and gender development indices (with variables about life expectancy, politics, employment, health and education), Turkey is respectively 92nd out of 177 and 103rd out of 136 countries in 2004 (UNDP, 2006). Overall, differences in education and in per capita income underline the gender disparity in Turkey, which also varies within the country. In contrast to nearly stable world averages of 40%, women’s share in the total labor force in Turkey (excluding informal labor sector and unpaid family work) decreased from 35% in 1980 to 26% in 2004, mostly due to its decline in the rural areas (Anker, Melkas, & Korten, 2003; World
Women and womanhood have especially women at local offices (Tekeli, 1995: 17), for which the literature unequal representation, this reflects the “syndrome of absence” of seats is neither periodical nor local in Turkey. Rather than being an political participation by marginal groups. This low share at local ranks of their candidacy lists (Arat, 1989; Gunes-Ayata & Tutuncu, 2008), and women’s branches have had limited effects in the parliament, because parties tend to place men in the higher quotas during the 1990s, which did not improve women’s presence provided some but not enough improvements for the advancement of the national machinery for women’s equal participation in decision-making. In the state’s policies, there is no gender quota. A concrete step was the establishment of the General Directorate on the Status of Women in 1990, which is still often considered a marginal governmental body. A few parties established gender quotas during the 1990s, which did not improve women’s presence in the parliament, because parties tend to place men in the higher ranks of their candidacy lists (Arat, 1989; Gunes-Ayata & Tutuncu, 2008), and women’s branches have had limited effects in promoting female candidacy (Gunes-Ayata & Tutuncu, 2008).

The women’s movement has only slightly affected women’s representation in Turkish politics. Women’s organizations in the 19th and early 20th centuries focused on the traditional-religious and modern-Westernized forces of the Turkish society (Kandiyoti, 1987). After the 1980 military coup, feminist groups gained partial victories on issues, such as domestic violence and gender-sensitive legislation, and facilitated processes for building women’s shelters, consulting for women’s human rights, and so on. The movement was influential in the adoption of the New Civil Code and the amendments of the Penal Code during the 2000s that added the articles on gender equality (Gunes-Ayata & Tutuncu, 2008). Since the 1990s, however, with components of Islamist, Kemalist, leftist and Kurdish characteristics, the movement has often diverged on the diagnosis and solutions of problems (Sancar-Usur, 2003; Yaraman, 1999).

In Turkey, the low rate of women’s representation at local governing units (around 1%) is worse than in parliamentary seats, in contrast to theoretical expectations about local offices’ potentials for political participation by marginal groups. This low share at local seats is neither periodical nor local in Turkey. Rather than being an unequal representation, this reflects the “syndrome of absence” of women at local offices (Tekeli, 1995: 17), for which the literature suggests three reasons. Women and womanhood have especially held only symbolic meanings in the Turkish Republic’s modernization and nation building projects (Kandiyoti, 1987; Tekeli, 1995). Also, women in Turkey have a lower degree of social mobility and political representation in the communities with 100,000 people or less, and thus with relatively more dominant patriarchal rules (Citci, 2001). Additionally, women’s movements and organizations have neglected “the local scale,” taking women’s issues as related only to national policies. Similarly, women’s local organizations have focused more on families’ economic needs, rather than on women’s political representation (Sancar-Usur, 2003).

Of course, these reasons are not exhaustive or directly relevant to neighborhood offices. Also, the statistics about women at local seats include only those for provincial and municipal governments. No aggregate data is available on elected officers (muhтарs) and council members of neighborhoods and of village administrations—the smallest and most traditional local government unit in Turkey (see Tables 3 & 4). The list of muhtar's on the websites of the three largest metropolitan cities (İstanbul, Ankara, and İzmir) suggests 10% or lower shares of neighborhood seats by women. The next part of this paper hopes to highlight some of the reasons for women’s lower shares at neighborhood seats.

Table 2
Women in the Turkish Parliament.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Election year</th>
<th>Number of parliamentarians</th>
<th>Number of female parliamentarians</th>
<th>Women's Share in total parliamentary seats (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data compiled by the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU, 2008), data for years compiled by author.

Bank, 2008). Interestingly, women’s representation in professional jobs in Turkey (33.9%) was higher than world averages in 2000s (28.1%) (Anker et al., 2003; Sancar-Usur, 2003), probably related to the class-biases of the early republican reforms (Oncu, 1995).

Media images and the influences of religious and social norms support the patriarchal climate and authority structures in Turkey. The husband is accepted as the ultimate authority in the family (Sancar-Usur, 2003; Yaraman, 1999). The political climate with its legal apparatus, party policies, and women’s movements has neglected “the local scale,” taking women’s issues as related only to the class-biases of the early republican reforms (Oncu, 1995).

The husband is accepted as the ultimate authority in the family (headman or muhtar), 30 women and around 200 men out of all 52 neighborhoods ran as candidates in Eskisehir in 2004. Besides certain individual motivations, a woman’s organization (KA-DER) encouraged some of these women’s candidacy. KA-DER, The Association for the Support and Training of Women Candidates, has been campaigning for women’s entry into the formal politics of Turkey since 1997. In 2004 local elections, its branches in five cities—including Eskisehir—provided the female candidates for local seats with lectures about gender differences, public offices, and oral and body languages in public. Eskisehir is a mid-size city with an urban population of 600,000. With an economy based on industry, agriculture, and university, this city is ranked at 6th among 81 provinces. Typical to Turkey’s western regions with better socio-economic indicators, Eskisehir’s rate of female high school or university graduates is at national averages. With a major shift from the agricultural to the service sector between 1980 and 2000, women’s share in Eskisehir’s total labor force is near to national averages. Of women, the age cohort of 20–29 has the highest participation rate in the labor force, with most dropouts occurring after marriage around the age of 25 (OGU-Tekam, 2004).

Study data and findings

As the study site, I chose the city of Eskisehir because in 2004 nearly all female candidates for neighborhood seats of this city lost the election and, conveniently, my work-base was there. To become the officer of their neighborhood (headman or muhtar), 30 women and around 200 men out of all 52 neighborhoods ran as candidates in Eskisehir in 2004. Besides certain individual motivations, a woman’s organization (KA-DER) encouraged some of these women’s candidacy. KA-DER, The Association for the Support and Training of Women Candidates, has been campaigning for women’s entry into the formal politics of Turkey since 1997. In 2004 local elections, its branches in five cities—including Eskisehir—provided the female candidates for local seats with lectures about gender differences, public offices, and oral and body languages in public. Eskisehir is a mid-size city with an urban population of 600,000. With an economy based on industry, agriculture, and university, this city is ranked at 6th among 81 provinces. Typical to Turkey’s western regions with better socio-economic indicators, Eskisehir’s rate of female high school or university graduates is at national averages. With a major shift from the agricultural to the service sector between 1980 and 2000, women’s share in Eskisehir’s total labor force is near to national averages. Of women, the age cohort of 20–29 has the highest participation rate in the labor force, with most dropouts occurring after marriage around the age of 25 (OGU-Tekam, 2004).

Table 3
Elected seats at the local level in Turkey (2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of local units</th>
<th>Number of units</th>
<th>Elected bodies</th>
<th>Appointed bodies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provincial government</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Council</td>
<td>Governor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan municipality</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Mayor &amp; Council Members</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipality (excluding metropolitan municipalities)</td>
<td>3209</td>
<td>Mayor &amp; Council Members</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village administration (rural)</td>
<td>ca. 35.000</td>
<td>Muhtar &amp; Council Members</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood offices (urban)</td>
<td>ca. 20.000</td>
<td>Muhtar &amp; Council Members</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only on the central municipalities’ councils is women’s share of elected offices higher than national averages (see Table 4).

In late 2005, with the help of the KA-DER in Eskisehir, I got in touch with and interviewed 20 of 28 female candidates that KA-DER either contacted or also trained for the election. All tape-recorded, these interviews lasted around an hour. The interview themes examined women’s own stories about their candidacy in three phases: (a) eligibility—individual qualities and motivations these women had for candidacy in respect to their roles and responsibilities across various realms; (b) selection—spousal, familial and local support and constraint they had; and (c) election—voters’ stereotypes about both gender roles and qualifications for public offices, and voters’ and voting procedures’ consideration of the election for neighborhood offices.

I examined these women’s stories to detail how certain institutions, processes, and urban scales mediated these women’s daily gendered experiences within class and racial divisions, and thus their access to resources for electoral candidacy. I also questioned how they attempted to influence the conditions for their access to formal politics. The following section introduces my study findings in a comparison to those of Arat (1989) and Gunes-Ayata and Tutuncu (2008), the only available works about female officers in Turkey, but which focused respectively on the parliament and a municipal council—that is, female “winners” of the offices at “grand” scales.

This comparison has its own limitations but also interesting insights, mainly due to the neighborhood offices’ distinctions from other offices in Turkey. Each neighborhood and village in Turkey has an officer (muhtar) and council members elected among and by that neighborhood’s dwellers. Candidates for this office must run independently of any political party. Formed during the Ottoman period, neighborhood offices are the central government’s smallest unit in the provinces and have geographical boundaries with around 300 to 1000 dwellings, according to their legal status since 1944. Yet they are not a governing unit. Muhtars practically assist central, provincial and mostly municipal governments in identifying residents’ needs for urban services. But they have no vote on provincial and municipal councils, or any staff or budget. They only get a monthly allowance, less than the minimum wage, in addition to fees from residents for processing paperwork.

“Discovering own capacities for public arenas:” Motivations and qualities for candidacy

Literate Turkish citizens over 25 years old are eligible to run for the office of their neighborhood, if they have been living there for six months or more. Yet what qualities put some candidates over others in this election? With what qualities and motivations did the women in Eskisehir run at elections and how did their qualities influence their motivations for the seat?

It is common knowledge that muhtars are typically over-middle-aged male retirees or local merchants. For the typical muhtar, it was not the gender but the educational and occupational characteristics that differed from those of other elected political elites of Turkey. Parliamentarians are usually adult males with university educations with claims to an intellectual and official occupational status and a well-known social status in their provincial community. Since the 1960s party workers have also been elected (Arat, 1989; Frey, 1965). Mostly teachers and lawyers, female parliamentarians generally have educational and occupational statuses much better than those of the typical women in Turkey. By the 1980s (Arat, 1989) these characteristics were almost equal to and in the 2000s even better than those of male parliamentarians (Gunes-Ayata & Tutuncu, 2008). In the municipalities and provinces, male elected officers have a socio-economic status lower than that of parliamentarians but higher than those of the average voters, especially in their levels of education. They have usually been affluent local farmers and merchants (Citici, 2001), especially since the 1980s when urban land and services became an important source of local revenues in Turkey. Female elected officers—for instance, in Istanbul between 1960 and 1977—were mostly housewives, with an educational and occupational status lower than that of parliamentarians and equal to typical women in Turkey (Arat, 1989).

These studies create an expectation that in Turkey only the women with educational and occupational credentials similar to or better than of men survived the competition for elected offices. However, the current study’s findings about the female candidates and incumbents of neighborhood offices in Eskisehir differed from this conclusion. It was found that the female “losers” all had an educational and in some cases an occupational status similar to those of the male “winners” of neighborhood offices and of the typical women in Turkey. My survey results about Eskisehir’s muhtars in 2005 confirmed the typical profile of muhtars. Nearly all male (49 out of 52), these incumbents were either local merchants or retirees from the manufacturing or public sector, and only less than half of them had a high school or university degree (see Table 5). Their time of residency in their neighborhood did not differ from those of female candidates.

At the time of their candidacy, most female candidates were in their early 40s, younger than most incumbents with an average age of 58 in 2005 and of 46 when first elected to the office. When they decided to run for office in their 40s, had these women’s roles and responsibilities already been changing across public and private realms, and if so, how? An analysis around this question might reconstruct these women’s life stages then and investigate their motivations and qualities for candidacy. This also suggests not presuming any “women’s interests” as a priori, but understanding gendered interests as a part of the interplays within the web of social divisions as practiced in everyday life.

My examination of female candidates’ charity and paid work experiences and their family’s financial status suggested that different groups of women had distinct motivations and candidacy qualities—such as office and communication skills, and support networks with a different basis. While most female candidates had grown-up children and all but three were married, they appeared to be divided into three groups: “Charity Workers,” “New Retirees,” and “Job Seekers.” The Charity Workers, (10 out of 20), had already been doing charity work by themselves or as a member of an organization, and/or participating in a political party for more than 10 years, and some also had family members involved in formal politics. The majority of these women quit their job in their early 20s when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of related seats</th>
<th>Number of seats hold by women</th>
<th>Women’s share in total related seats (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mayor</td>
<td>3225</td>
<td>3215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members at municipal councils</td>
<td>34,477</td>
<td>34,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members at provincial councils</td>
<td>3208</td>
<td>3122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

newly married, which seems usual in this city (OGU-Tekam, 2004). The New Retirees, (4 out of 20), had been involved in charity organizations only since their first years of retirement and prior to their candidacy. Most retired as a public employee in their 40s, based on a law passed in the late-1990s. The Job Seekers, (6 out of 20), had either never been employed, or had worked on-and-off at unskilled jobs in the service sector or in their family businesses. They had never been involved in charity work. The majority have had financial problems in the family since the late 1990s and early 2000s due to the national economic crises. In sum, more than the Job Seekers and more or less similar to those of most incumbents, the New Retirees and Charity Workers seemed to have office and communication skills and also charity- and job-based networks.

How female candidates internalized these conditions of their life then appeared in the ways they explained the importance of their candidacy for that stage of their life. Overall, all groups of women considered this office as a paid job and as an official their candidacy for that stage of their life. Overall, all groups of women, because the dominant family and marriage patterns in Turkey expect middle-aged women to be already and primarily wives and mothers, and also to quit their jobs after getting married when male breadwinners can support the family. Outside the home, charity work seems to be most suitable for wives and mothers, since this type of work generally takes place in their neighborhood or their children's schools. Yet neither these roles nor charity works necessarily contributed to women's public visibility and manners, and perform as an honest, fair and hard-working public servant, and that being a woman did not guarantee these qualities. They suggested that most of the Job Seekers, mostly those who had temporary service jobs, needed a job for additional family income and pension payments. According to all Job Seekers, the election provided them with an application for a job that was “appropriate especially to a woman at (their) age and with limited job experiences.”

The New Retirees, mostly teachers and secretaries, became candidates out of their search for a new career to “avoid feeling depressed with house chores” after their retirement and especially as a base from which to later run for municipal offices. For this “political career,” they felt encouraged by KA-DER’s recruitment of (especially recently retired and skilled) women for candidacy. They were assured that their job history would provide them with enough skills and qualities for a political career. Besides, starting with this career via an office in neighborhood would be convenient for newly retired women, whose husbands were now demanding their wives spend “more family time” at home.

Each female candidate still believed that she could be a “good muhtar,” whereas most candidates thought that any literate individual with some office but absolutely certain communication skills could be a “good muhtar.” The required communication skills for this seat include being able to listen to female dwellers and seniors patiently and kindly, making home visits to (mostly female) residents to follow up on problems, and working with officials patiently and persistently. Some candidates argued that women mostly develop these skills as part of their daily roles and responsibilities, whereas male muhtars do not have patience with the female residents’ complaints and are also “too proud” to follow up on paperwork at other governmental offices. Sevili says that women are more persistent at such follow-ups:

> Women are not ashamed of asking for help, as this is for our neighborhood. In public offices, when we are told to come back later, we don’t get frustrated; we go back there tomorrow. But men say, “I’ll go back there sometime later.”

Many (especially the New Retirees and the Charity Workers), however, added that a good muhtar must also have a respectable public outlook and manners, and perform as an honest, fair and hard-working public servant, and that being a woman did not guarantee these qualities. They suggested that most of the Job Seekers were not qualified for the office and accused them of mostly pursuing the office solely as a job, rather than as a seat for public service, and not caring about their public outfits and manners as “respectable woman.”

Domestic gatekeepers: Patriarchal and “Neighborly” expectations from women’s candidacy

Their own qualities and motivations triggered these women's decision to become candidates. Yet in this path, they also needed to
face certain domestic gatekeepers: male members of women’s extended family, nearby neighbors and local voters. These gatekeepers’ perception of woman’s roles—rather than those of “good muhtars” or candidates’ qualities per se—and the importance of neighborhood offices and electoral voting influenced female candidates’ chances.

In Turkey, a woman’s husband, male relatives, and some social/political actors control and hold back their social and political activities, because typically any role for woman that does not respect her primary role as wife and mother is perceived to be destructive of family life (Sancar-Usur, 2003). Studies show that for their candidacy decision, most female parliamentarians in Turkey did not have any opposition from their relatives or friends, while still structuring their lives to meet the responsibilities of a traditional housewife. Interestingly, their fathers and husbands sparked the majority of female parliamentarians’ decision to enter politics, which was sometimes on the behalf of these men (Gunes-Ayata, 1991). This happened less commonly for female officers at the municipal level (Arat, 1989).

Women in the 2004 election in Eskisehir generally had this authoritative male backing for their candidacy only after getting their husband’s and also in some cases their father or brothers’ permission. More reluctant than those of the other candidates, it was mostly the male relatives of the New Retirees who preferred that these women stayed at home “peacefully” as new retirees. Each husband put the condition of keeping his domestic life and responsibilities unchanged after the election.

Support from the patriarchs in their family was necessary for women’s running, winning, and performing at the office. Yet some candidates argued for the necessity of spousal—rather than any kind of familial—support; in other words, for the female candidates having been married. Kadriye thinks that single or divorced female candidates could not win:

To be a (female) muhtar, you must have a regular family life with a husband supportive of you, regardless of his qualifications. It doesn’t work only with a father or brother.

Only when they had secured their male backing, did all groups of women announce their candidacy. KA-DER provided these women with lectures about public offices and gender differences. Most candidates, differently from the more economically secure female parliamentarians of Turkey (Arat, 1989), needed financial support for their relatively less expensive campaign. Some candidates hoped to get KA-DER’s financial support, but could not.

Their door-to-door campaigns in their neighborhood challenged female candidates in different ways. It was especially female voters that resisted the idea of women becoming muhtars. They argued that a woman must take care of her family for 24 hours a day, not strangers; that a female muhtar might ignore her job responsibilities if the workload at home became excessive; and simply that muhtars should be “old males,” and thus, “wise.” Against these stereotypes, Munevver points out the experience gained by women’s daily domestic responsibilities in praising women’s qualities. He said, “Sister; there will be of course tricks here because anything goes (around ballot boxes). Don’t blame me for you don’t know any tricks.” I was blamed for not knowing how to cheat! … Only if it was a democratic election, I would win for sure.

It was mostly on and after election day, not earlier, that female candidates felt disappointed with the whole election process. They especially thought that their lack of experience with the on-site practices during elections was the trigger for their loss. As for the reasons for why they lost, they defined two related issues: incumbents’ re-running and the voting arrangements for neighborhood offices. Most candidates took these issues as a reflection of the fact that the Turkish political and electoral system undermines neighborhood offices.

The first issue related to the lack of consecutive term limits for neighborhood offices, which provides incumbents with significant advantages over other candidates. In 2005, half of all muhtars in Eskisehir had been in the office for from 3 to 8 terms, or 15 to 40 years. According to the interviewees, most residents, who visited neighborhood offices usually for paperwork, tended to keep their “old habits” and to vote for “the muhtar they have known for years.” The emergence of several new candidates in some neighborhoods supported this tendency among residents. Some interviewers even suspected that the incumbents, knowing this tendency among voters, encouraged friends to run to raise the number of new (“inexperienced”) candidates and, thus improve their own chances at elections. They also added that some residents voted for incumbents believing that “old men are wiser” and also that the old incumbents were breadwinners who could not find another job if they lost the election. Another advantage of rerunning incumbents was to use and sometimes abuse governmental resources for their campaign. These resources include the allocation of governmental aids (such as food and coal) and civic donations among poor dwellers, for which muhtars were responsible until recently, and that some incumbents were using this to prioritize their voters. Another resource was the list of registered voters in the neighborhood, which was already available to each incumbent for their routine office work, but not to the candidates. Using this list, each candidate could save considerable campaigning time and effort.

The second issue was about the electoral procedures, some of which are specific to the election for neighborhood offices. Although these procedures might endanger the integrity of a democratic election, their persistence tells candidates (and possibly also the voters) that the Turkish political system undermines the election for neighborhood offices. One of the problems is that the deadline for candidates’ declaration of their candidacy was election directed at focusing on the advantages of working with female muhtars.

Another challenge was residents’ apathy for voting and recognizing the muhtar’s role in improving neighborhood quality, which happened more commonly in poor neighborhoods, regardless of the duration of residency and the neighborhood’s location in the city. As the first time candidates, women in such neighborhoods struggled with how to encourage residents to vote. Also, in return for their vote some residents asked for a job or financial assistance. Candidates related such “unrealistic expectations from a muhtar candidate” to all electoral campaigns, in which material benefits are given out. They argued that after witnessing such tactics, voters came to either distrust voting and elected officials, or voted for those who engaged in such practices.

**Incumbents’ locally embedded relations and electoral procedures**

Just after the voting, Sevgi accused the re-running incumbent for “cheating” at the ballot table. She describes that controversy:

*He said, “Sister; there will be of course tricks here because anything goes (around ballot boxes). Don’t blame me for you don’t know any tricks.” I was blamed for not knowing how to cheat! … Only if it was a democratic election, I would win for sure.*

It was mostly on and after election day, not earlier, that female candidates felt disappointed with the whole election process. They especially thought that their lack of experience with the on-site practices during elections was the trigger for their loss. As for the reasons for why they lost, they defined two related issues: incumbents’ re-running and the voting arrangements for neighborhood offices. Most candidates took these issues as a reflection of the fact that the Turkish political and electoral system undermines neighborhood offices.

The first issue related to the lack of consecutive term limits for neighborhood offices, which provides incumbents with significant advantages over other candidates. In 2005, half of all muhtars in Eskisehir had been in the office for from 3 to 8 terms, or 15 to 40 years. According to the interviewees, most residents, who visited neighborhood offices usually for paperwork, tended to keep their “old habits” and to vote for “the muhtar they have known for years.” The emergence of several new candidates in some neighborhoods supported this tendency among residents. Some interviewers even suspected that the incumbents, knowing this tendency among voters, encouraged friends to run to raise the number of new (“inexperienced”) candidates and, thus improve their own chances at elections. They also added that some residents voted for incumbents believing that “old men are wiser” and also that the old incumbents were breadwinners who could not find another job if they lost the election. Another advantage of rerunning incumbents was to use and sometimes abuse governmental resources for their campaign. These resources include the allocation of governmental aids (such as food and coal) and civic donations among poor dwellers, for which muhtars were responsible until recently, and that some incumbents were using this to prioritize their voters. Another resource was the list of registered voters in the neighborhood, which was already available to each incumbent for their routine office work, but not to the candidates. Using this list, each candidate could save considerable campaigning time and effort.

The second issue was about the electoral procedures, some of which are specific to the election for neighborhood offices. Although these procedures might endanger the integrity of a democratic election, their persistence tells candidates (and possibly also the voters) that the Turkish political system undermines the election for neighborhood offices. One of the problems is that the deadline for candidates’ declaration of their candidacy was election
Communication skills were derived from their socio-economic electorates, as suggested by the literature (Studlar & McAllister, 1991). These characteristics of female candidates were less developed and represented more of the typical women in Turkey. To run at elections, similarly, all female candidates received male backing in their extended family with the condition for keeping their traditional housewife roles. Yet even for those women with competitive roles and backgrounds in professional jobs and charity works that accorded with the requirements for public offices (especially the New Retirees and the Charity Workers), these skills and qualities did not seem to play any prominent role in neighborhood elections.

Secondly, most electorates appeared to evaluate women and men’s candidacy qualities especially in relation to the neighborhood office’s weak status within Turkey’s political and economic power structure. The majority tended to consider this very local office only as a job for those with some literacy skills. This perception was mostly because muhtars have no legal authority or vote in any formal decision-making process, but only a long list of responsibilities, especially for paperwork, which reduces these offices’ potentials as local forums for representative democracy. Another tradition of this office’s institutionalized deprecation was the difference between electoral procedures for neighborhood offices and for other offices. The former procedure operated in a way that undermined the neighborhood office in the political realm. For instance, the recruitment arrangements often favored incumbents over inexperienced candidates. Additionally, the fact that candidates for neighborhood offices must run independently from political parties perpetuated this office’s isolation from the resources of formal politics. This rule might seem to have encouraged the electorates of neighborhood offices to vote, at least in principle, on the basis of candidates’ characteristics and qualities—rather than for their parties, which happens often at municipal elections. However, while such distinct legal and electoral rules among elected offices created a boundary between formal/“grand”/national politics versus informal/“small”/very local politics, the neighborhood office’s status is the weakest at this ranking of Turkish political system and electorates’ perception.

In relation to such categorization of elected offices, third, voters seemed to categorize candidates’ gender roles and responsibilities, to prioritize traditional domestic roles and then, to vote mostly for over-middle-aged male incumbents, according to the interviewees. For the job as a muhtar, the latter categorization related primarily to man’s traditional role as the breadwinner of the family, rather than solely to woman’s domestic care responsibilities. In other words, the perception was that to keep the family and neighborhood life intact, the man must have a job, whereas a woman can perform her caring responsibilities via charity works or local communal life. This expectation about traditional domestic responsibilities interlocked with candidates’ ages in certain ways that in this study of female candidates younger than male incumbents, it stood out as a barrier for female candidacy: average voters tended to vote for over-middle-aged male incumbents. This has two reasons: They believed that the “old men are wiser” and that the old male incumbents as the main breadwinner could not find another job if they lost the election, whereas female candidates supposedly had male breadwinners. Surely, this was influenced by other factors too, including the long tradition of these offices with a “headman” and “council of elders,” and male incumbency. Similarly, re-running incumbents took advantage of their seat’s resources with already locally embedded economic and social relations. In short, male incumbency at neighborhood offices, similar to offices at grand scales (Schwindt-Bayer, 2005), was a barrier for new and especially female candidates.
What would need to be changed to shift these dynamics for creating an equal ground for all candidates for neighborhood offices? Now relatively experienced with elections, most female candidates suggest certain institutional initiatives for a fairer election for all, measures that do not ask for any positive discrimination for women. These include: providing all candidates with transparent and equal financial and political support by municipalities and political parties; improving the rules about candidacy deadlines, ballot provision, and consecutive term limits; and preventing incumbents from abusing governmental resources for their own campaigns. Also, reforming the neighborhood offices into a formal governing unit with a budget and providing muhtarls and/or their staffs with at least minimum wage but no service fees is necessary to improve this office's status in politics and also to encourage only the candidates willing to work as public servants, rather than those seeking only for a job. Unfortunately, most of these suggestions are unlikely to happen soon or ever, as since the 2004 election, the government has been transferring most paperwork responsibilities of neighborhood offices to other state agencies but without re-defining these offices' status.

How about female candidates' own strategies in the face of these barriers? Overall, nearly all female candidates had certain gendered and local opportunities, but could not mobilize them efficiently. A missed opportunity was not campaigning about the advantages of working with a female muhtar due to, for instance, her better communication and work skills with neighbors and governmental officials and bureaucracies. Another useful step would be to collaborate more with other female candidates in their or other neighborhoods, rather than competing against each other and diverting the votes for women. Another taken for guaranteed resource was female candidates' own charity and support networks at local level. Most of these women leaned on their neighborly contacts with electorates sentimentally but were ignorant about or inexperienced with transforming these contacts into electoral networks. Only one woman—the only candidate who won the election at her first candidacy—had such networks; retired and then involved in a city-wide ethnicity-based organization, she formed one of her election campaign teams out of this organization's members living in her neighborhood. Meanwhile, female candidates' training by KA-DER, a woman's organization, focused on women's public appearances and speeches, rather than on campaign strategies that could be a major assistance to inexperienced candidates.

Some female candidates still did not recognize the importance of utilizing such gendered and local network-based assets of their own for their political success. Nearly all of them today put the blame for their loss on the "rules of the game (that are) unethical and dishonest," rightfully but similar to most women characterizing politics as "dirty" and as something that belongs to the men's world (Sancar-Uşur, 2003). Of these rules, some of the informal ones were developed as frauds and are surely unethical. Some others are self-evolved tactics at a competition that developed on the ground with relatively weak formal rules. In addition to all the changes about the electoral conditions for neighborhood offices, there is a need for female candidates to become familiar with experiences and tactics for and around the ballot box and to search for ways to mobilize their own resources and support-networks and/or develop new ones for their election campaigns.
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